
A  P E R F E C T  V I S I O N  I N C L U D E S  A  S T E A D Y  A C C U R A C Y .



It was 1980 when after years of working his way up the 
ladder as a technical designer in Switzerland, Vincenzo 

Cipolla started his first company.
In 1993 when Vincenzo Cipolla decided to return to Italy, 
(his country of birth) that marked a turning point in his 
career where he founded Eurotek with his daughter 
Sonia Cipolla in hopes of securing a professional future 
for him and his family. 
The journey of Eurotek began in a garage as a small 
family business,  with only three members that 
encompassed individuals who brought in experience, 
tenacity and a great desire for growth. As time pass by 
the company grew bigger to what it is today.  

We define ourselves as technological 
craftsmen. We offer solutions with attention 

to details, precision products with high-quality standards 

In 2011, Eurotek moved to its current headquarters 
in Lanciano, a large warehouse with improved 
equipment: cutting-edge machinery and technologies, 
in which Eurotek is now able to provide jobs for more 
than 30 employees.

Today, Sonia Cipolla leads the company in its constant 
growth. The company has grown and changed 
overtimes but has not forgotten the values on which it 
was founded upon and particularly the importance of 
welcoming every new member into the Eurotek family 
and combing individuals skills to work together to 
achieve a common goal.

using cutting-edge equipment, advanced and 
innovative design techniques.



For over 30 years we have been producing extrusion heads for companies specialized in the 
production of electric cables, pipes and manufacturers of extrusion lines.
The know-how accumulated over years of experience in this field, the availability of qualified and updated staff, cutting-edge 
machinery and equipment, the propensity for constant innovation and the attention dedicated to each customer allow us to offer 
dedicated services and customized products.

DESIGN STAGE



Prototyping, designing, construction and testing, every step in the development of 
our products from the initial customer request is followed within our company. 
This allows us to have optimal control over the progress of the production process, create high-quality products, 
customized to the actual operational needs of the individual client company.

We attach extreme importance to the relationship and dialogue with the final customer, each 
product is the result of a collaborative process, which provides for their active involvement.
Whatever your need is, we will support you in the design process, and each solution will be tested until the desired 
result is achieved.
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PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

Precision mechanical processing.
In our workshop, equipped with the highest precision materials, is performed a wide range of 
mechanical processing.



Precision mechanical processing
Turning and micro-turning/Five-axis milling/Grinding/Machining on steel and tungsten carbide/Polishing/EDM 
(wire/tuff)/Customized laser marking on tools, (Data Matrix / QR Code/ Barcode/ Others)

OUR PRODUCTS



EXTRUSION HEADS
The core of extrusion lines.
Our extrusion heads are designed for the extrusion of cables, wires, pipes, and tubes both in mono and co-extrusion for different types of material. 
All of our extrusion heads can be customized.

THERMOPLASTIC EXTRUSION HEADS
Extrusion heads used to process relatively ductile polymers.
These types of extrusion heads are used for the processing of relatively ductile polymers which, due to their 
thermal behaviour and mechanical properties, become processable when the temperature increases and hardens 
after cooling, such as pe, pp, pvc, pu, hffr, etc...

FC/FT SERIES ECMR SERIES

TCP SERIESDS/3S SERIES



POLYAMIDE / NYLON EXTRUSION HEADS
These types of extrusion heads are used to process polyamide or nylon.
Specifically made to process crystalline polymers - semicrystalline with a low density and a high thermostability.

FLUOROPOLYMERS – TECHNOPOLYMERS EXTRUSION HEADS
These kinds of extrusion heads are used to process polymers.
High-performance compounds that are acid and solvent-resistant.

MH SERIES: ECFR20 MH SERIES: ECF10

PEEK SERIES



RUBBER – SILICON EXTRUSION HEADS
These kinds of extrusion heads are used to process rubber, silicon rubber, and silicon.
Designed with a thermoregulation system that ensures a homogeneous temperature.

EXTRUSION HEADS FOR TUBES/PIPES
These types of extrusion heads are used for the extrusion of various types of tubes.
Generally, these extrusion heads are longitudinal, highly customisable to optimise and ensure the thickness uniformity of the final 
product also in multilayer. Suitable for the extrusion of different kinds of compounds.



OPTICAL FIBER EXTRUSION HEADS
The FO – optic fiber series is designed to manufacture fiber optic cables such as: TIGHT; SEMI-TIGHT; LOOSE; 
SIMPLE; DUPLEX ZIP-CORD; FIRE RESISTANT LOOSE BUFFER CABLES.
Equipped with the JELLY KIT, a system designed to make PBT BUFFER-TUBE on optical fibers.
Designed to work both in mono-extrusion and co-extrusion, in fixed centering, and guarantees high performance 
even on cables with a thin thickness.



EXTRUSION HEADS FOR OTHER APPLICATIONS.
ECF8_10: Extrusion head made for plastic coating, also designed for the extrusion of special closure systems in the food, packaging, farming, 
gardening, industry, pharmaceuticals filled, etc. Made in high-quality steel with special surface treatment for an excellent material flow  and lower 
wear. Eurotek manufactures highly customized extrusion tooling for special products and shapes.
ECF10_MH: Extrusion head designed to coat yarns in which application materials are required with resistant and light solutions for numerous 
different sectors: tensile structures, solar protection, facade cladding, acoustic insulation, modular structures, nautical. Made in Hastelloy®️, an 
alloy with high resistance to corrosion and oxidation, for the production of PVDF (POLYVINYLIDENE FLUORIDE) fluoropolymer coatings

ECF8_10

ECF10_MH

EXTRUSION TOOLING
Eurotek manufactures multiple ranges of standard and customized extrusion tooling for any kind of application.
Eurotek’s Tips (wire-guides), Dies and adapters can be made in:
•	 High	quality	steel	with	related	heat	treatment,
•	 Tungsten	Carbide,
•	 Hastelloy®
•	 Stainless	steel	with	Tungsten	Carbide	Insert
•	 Stainless	steel	with	Diamond	Insert	(PCD)
Upon request, we provide a customized laser marking (Data Matrix, QR Code, Bare Code, etc…)



SPARE PARTS FOR EXTRUSION HEADS
We guarantee the supply of any spare part for all of our extrusion heads.
Eurotek manufactures various types of standard and customized rings and distributors for 
all kinds of applications. Eurotek provides various types of heating elements for the heating of 
extrusion heads and their components

ACCESSORIES FOR EXTRUSION HEAD
Eurotek manufactures multiple ranges of accessories for the extrusion head to increase the efficiency of the extrusion head and for a significant 
saving on downtime:
•	 By-pass	module
•	 Connecting	flange	for	extruder	and	breaker	plate
•	 Quick	color	change	‘qcc’	and	flow	inverter	module	‘mif’
•	 Trolleys	and	distributor	extractors
•	 Cleaning	and	maintenance	tools



PRECISION CUTTERS
Eurotek manufactures three different Motorised Precision Cutters models.
Thanks to the high cutting accuracy, samples with a uniform thickness are obtained, to achieve high precision for the 
analysis and measurement of the final product such as tubes, cables and round profiles.
The three Motorised Precision Cutters are: T 1/13 - T 10/30 - T 30/80
The model’s choice varies depending on the dimension of the product to cut.

AIR WIPES
Eurotek manufactures Air Wipes to be placed inside the extrusion lines cooling baths; to dry the extruded cables, wires, 
tubes and profiles.
The three Air Wipes are:
•	A	1/12•	A	12/30•	A	30/80
All of them are available in two versions: BASIC and PRO (with an air pressure gauge and regulator)
On every model, there’s the possibility to choose a pair of inserts to adapt on cable’s diameter to dry.
High-quality Steel with an anticorrosive and antioxidant treatment is the material used for the insert’s manufacture.
Designed to shorten the maintenance time, all of our inserts are easily interchangeable by using only one shell per 
model. It is also possible to make customized Air Wipes for flat cables and profiles.
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A PERFECT VISION INCLUDES A STEADY ACCURACY.

eurotek-italy.it
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